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Abstract: The present study analyzes the regime of adjectives in the
translation made for small industrial producers, farmers, artisans, etc.., Romanian speakers
as „books of instruction”, with practical-applicative character, from German (eg. flax or
hemp cultivation and industrialization, silkworm rearing, beekeeping, etc.). The
phenomenon can be placed within the efforts of Enlightenment scholars, especially in
Transylvania, who tried to helped the people’ evolution through culture and education.
Strictly liguistically, these texts raise interesting questions of translation, because on the
one hand, they entail a particular language, less approached by specialists, and on the other
hand, they addressed to a large audience, but with low training. Therefore the final version
had to take into account the capacity of reception of the target readers.
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The adjectives are much less numerous than the nouns in the basic
corpus of our study. This is absolutely understandable, as in any scientific
text and in any text with a technical applicative character, the adjectives that
determine nouns are rather attributes of relation, the explicative attributes
being based on usual adjectives, which rather quantify than qualify:
mare/mic, util/inutil, greu/uşor, bun/rău and so on. In the respective texts,
the attributive determinations appear rather for an objective appreciation,
which defines a certain phenomenon, process, object, relation between
objects, human action and less often a subjective quality of the type: frumos
/ urât, interesant / neinteresant, etc. Consequently, many attributes of
relation are not even expressed by means of adjectives, but by means of
nouns, with the possibilities of flexion given by each language in turn.
In the case of the Romanian language, the adjective as such has the
noun for a concurrent, seeing the numerous possibilities of determination of
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the latter by means of its genitive forms (attribute expressed by a noun in
genitive) and sometimes even by dative forms (attribute expressed by a
noun in dative, always constructed with a preposition of the type:
“conform”, “graţie”, “datorită” ), but mostly by a noun in accusative, with
one of the numerous prepositions that help express the accusative case
(“de”, “cu”, “pentru”, “spre” etc.). This particularity of the Romanian
language will fully manifest itself in comparison to German, too, as it is
proved by the body of texts that we had in view in the analysis of the
translations from this language. The fact is all the more obvious as German
itself disposes of numerous possibilities to render the attribute expressed by
a noun in genitive, both using the synthetic and the analytical forms of the
noun.
In the text Unterricht uber den Flachsbau für Böhmen, Möhren und
Schlesien, 1804, our attention is drawn by the small number of adjectives
that we can record, even if we were to count them only in the German
version. When we analyze in parallel the Romanian version as well, we
notice that their number diminishes even more, almost up to the minimum
resistance quantity of a discourse written in a natural modern language. In
equivalences, we find the following typical situations:
a) the adjective from German is rendered using the corresponding
adjective in Romanian:
fremde (6,9) / streini (7,10)
(das) rohe (Produkt) (6,11)/(produsul acesta) crud (7,11-12)
gute (8,16) / bun (9,14)
teuer(8,21)/cea sumpă (9,18)
leichten (12,4)/uşor (13,3-4).
b) actual adjectives from German rendered by adjectives of participial
origin or even derived with suffixes from Romanian nouns. In this
situation are found, actually, the nouns and especially the adjectives
which, in German as well, are formations derived from adjectives
using suffixes that express the matter out of which an object is made
or which indicate its origin (-en,-ern,-lich,-isch etc):
glucklich (Staat ) 6,6 /norocită ( ţară ) 7,6.
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In this example, we should comment on the archaic and regional
form of the suffix used by the translator in order to create an adjectival
derivative from the noun noroc: the suffix –it, specific especially for the
participial adjectives, instead of the suffix –os, which prevailed in modern
Romanian, for the formation of adjectives of relation (noroc-os, from noroc;
os-os, from os; lemn-os, from lemn, etc.). Anyway, the translator took into
account the morpholexical structure of the word from the basic text,
rendering an adjectival derivative (Germ. Gluck+lich), by a similar
derivative corresponding to it in Romanian. Such equivalences reflect, from
the viewpoint of the technique of translation, a calculation of lexical
structure:
flachen (8, 11) / neted (9, 10)
erforderlichen (10, 3-4) / trebuincioasă (11, 13)
nachstehenden (10, 5-6) / următoare(a )(11, 6)
vermischte n (12, 5) / amestecat ( 13, 4)
vorhergehenden (12, 8) / trecută (13, 7-8).
c) Adjectives of different types from German (primary adjectives,
postnoun or postverb derivatives, participles with adjectival value, etc)
rendered by noun constructions in Romanian:
Germ. wichtig “important, însemnat” (4, 1)
vs
Rom. trebuinţă (5,1)
*
Germ. menschlichen ,,omenesc, uman, de om”(6,3)
vs
Rom. omenirii (7,3)
*
Germ. leinenen ,, de in , de pânză” (4,10)
vs
Rom. de in (7,1)
*
Germ. notig „ necesar, trebuincios, de trebuinţă”(10.5)
vs
Rom. de trebuinţă (10,6)
*
Germ. nothig „ necesar, trebuincios, de trebuinţă”(12,3)
vs
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Rom. de lipsă (13,3).
In many such examples, the equivalence of the adjective with a
prepositional noun construction was to be expected, as the meaning of the
respective adjective imposes these equivalences. A proof is the fact that not
even the modern bilingual dictionaries can find another equivalent
expressed by an actual adjective for the Germ. leinen, as the Romanian
language has no such adjectival equivalent. We can deduce from here that
the suffixes of origin and matter are more numerous and more productive in
German than in Romanian, which makes some derivatives from this lexicalsemantic class simply not have an equivalent in Romanian, which triggers
the need to use a prepositional noun structure.
Moreover, the Romanian language has plenty of such possibilities,
as we have just shown and as some of the examples we selected here
confirm:
· Omenirii (noun, G., sg.) for an adjective ending in -chen from
German (menschlichen).
· de in (noun, Ac., sg. + prep.) for an adjective ending in –ig from
German (notig).
Under these circumstances, even there where the equivalence with a
corresponding adjective already present in Romanian or calqued after the
German term would have been possible, the translator often preferred to use
noun phrases, which he felt more adequate to express the respective notion
and which corresponded perfectly, semantically, to the original German
term, because this one, too, being an adjective, came from a noun or
expressed, anyway, a noun-notion (matter, origin, an abstraction etc.).
d) The adjective from German is rendered using an adverbial structure in
Romanian:
Germ. derlei „asemănător, de acest fel, astfel de” (4, 10)
vs.
Rom. de asemenea [ scris de asemenea] (5, 10)
*
Germ. zeitlich “temporar, vremelnic” (12, 8); (12, 11)
vs
Rom. devreme [scris de vreme] (13, 7); (13, 10)
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*
Germ. (ist) schuld”vinovat” (10, 4)
Rom. (este) de vină (11, 1-2).
Such equivalences are justified by the semantic similarities and even
the identity between adjective and adverb in any natural language
worldwide. Sometimes these similarities are reflected as well in point of
form, a fact that is explained, actually, by the process of conversion that
facilitates the passage of the adjectives into the class of adverbs and the
other way round:
Are un scris frumos (adjective, because it determines a noun)
Scrie frumos (adverb, because it determines a verb)
*
Asemenea om (adjective, because it determines a noun)
Procedează asemenea (adverb, because it determines a verb).
Such being the case, it is not surprising that the translator preferred
the adverbial variant, which was more at hand, closer to the vivid language
of the readers for which the book was meant, and which had the possibility
to express just as clearly the adjectival qualification, even though the adverb
is, by its nature, a determiner of circumstance or a determiner of relation
(direct, indirect, of relation etc.).
The last example we have given above can be contested concerning
its selection as a German adjective equivalent to an adverb in Romanian. It
represents a special situation even in German, where it expresses a
predicative adjective accompanying the verb sein “a fi”, in the formation of
predicate complements. It is exactly such an enunciation that we find in our
text, the difference being that, in the German version, the predicative
complement is an adjective, while in the Romanian version we have to do
with a noun preceded by preposition, whose integral value can be equivalent
to an adjective : de vină = vinovat. So, we are dealing rather with the
equivalence with a noun rather than with an adverb, and if we take into
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account the value of noun phrase of the respective construction, then this
example should rather be considered as representative for point a) or for c).
e) Adjectives from German rendered by corresponding verbs in
Romanian.
There are situations when the adjectives of verbal origin from
German, which are not just few, in these texts, are not rendered by the same
type of postverbal adjectives in Romanian, but directly through the verbal
construction in whose lexical family the respective adjective should have
been found.
Germ. gewiβ “sigur, cert, pozitiv” (6, 24)
vs
Rom. trebuieşte (7, 24).
In this example, in fact, there is no direct correspondence between
the adjective from German and any corresponding verb from the same
language (which should be “müssen”). The equivalence the translator made
comes from the fact that he did not find in Romanian, at the beginning of
the 19th century, a corresponding adjective.
Indeed, the Romanian equivalences given by the usual dictionaries
for the Germ. gewiβ are all recent, constituting neologisms in the historical
evolution of the vocabulary of the Romanian language: sigur, cert, pozitiv.
And yet, there is another context in which the translator found an
equivalent that was closer to the original, on the scale of the morphological
classes. It is about the adverbial phrase întru- adevăr (today: într-adevăr),
which appears at (7, 17), for the same gewiβ, from the German version (6,
17).
f) Adjectives from German rendered by a pronoun in Romanian
Such equivalences appear especially in the fragments translated
more freely. The modular versions, deviating more or less markedly from
the grammatical and semantic structure of the enunciations from text A,
facilitate the replacement of a certain type of adjectives from these versions
with pronouns or pronoun phrases, in version B.
Germ. ( für) eigenen “propriu” (6, 7)
vs
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Rom. pentru însuşi a [sa] (7, 7-8).
The German adjective rendering the idea of property of the terms, of
identity, is rendered in Romanian by the pronoun of identity, accompanied
by the possessive pronoun. Sure, the solution found by the translator seems
to us heavy and unnatural today, especially as it creates a pleonasm through
the association of the pronoun of identity with the possessive pronoun. But,
if we judge at a historical scale, we understand that it was quite difficult for
the translator of those times to use a word like “propriu”, accepted recently
in the Romanian literary language.
Similar difficulties wee encountered by the translator in an
equivalence of the type:
Germ. mannigföltigen “felurit, variat, diferit, divers” (4, 10)
vs
Rom. mai multora (5, 10).
We notice that the solutions found by the modern dictionaries all
consist in neologisms. None of the words we have given above taken from
such dictionaries (diferit, variat etc.) was used currently at the beginning of
the 19th century. Felurit, -ă certainly existed in the old Romanian, but it was
not common in Transylvania and, in fact, in no other Romanian province
was it part of the usual word treasury. In exchange, mult,-ă was very
commonly used, so that the translator preferred to select it, with the sense of
“diferit, divers”, usual in the popular idiom, especially as the whole context
suffered visible modifications.
g) The adjective from German totally omitted in the Romanian version.
We have already had the opportunity to show that the omissions are
not at all few in the translations we analyzed. The phenomenon is as natural
as possible, as it is related to adaptation, transposition, equivalence,
interpretation, rephrasing or any of the possibilities of translation that even
the most expert and talented translators have to have recourse to from time
to time. There are enunciations and contexts where the literal translation is
not possible, because of the differences between the grammatical and
lexical-semantic structure of the two languages. In the case of some older
translations, where the translator had to deal both with the traps of the basic
language and with the limited resources of the target language, such
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omissions occur frequently. We were able to comment such cases in the
analysis dedicated to the nouns. We will hurry to add now that, in the case
of adjectival equivalences, such situations are much rarer than we expected.
The adjectives usually represent more abstract concepts than the nouns,
even when it comes to adjectives coming from verbs or nouns designating
concrete notions, as they express, by their very nature, a certain subjectivity
where a quantity of personal evaluation subsists. Among the examples we
have encountered we should quote:
Germ. (für ) mühsame (Bearbeitung)
anevoioasă a pământului “ (6, 19).

“pentru cultivarea

The adjective mühsame “greu, anevoios, obositor” could have found
equivalence easily, as all the three Romanian versions given by today’s
dictionaries were present in the inventory of the Romanian language at the
beginning of the 19th century as well. However, the translator modifies the
entire context, so we find an equivalence that uses an adverbial phrase,
made up of preposition + noun, in the enunciation cu ostineală păşeşte (7,
19). If we ignore the change of context, then we could say that this
equivalence finds its well-established place in one or even two of the abovementioned groups, namely noun + preposition (group c) or adverbs (group
d).
A partial conclusion that we can formulate concerning the
equivalences of the adjectives is that the Romanian translator manages to
find, one way or the other, adequate correspondences for the different types
of adjectives from the German version, even if for this, many times, he has
to change the grammatical class in the Romanian version. In other words,
even if he uses an adverbial phrase, a noun phrase, a verbal phrase, or even
a pronoun phrase, which would mean a visible drawing away from the
original, the message is transmitted in a reader-friendly way.
In reality, he endeavors, and even manages, in the great majority of
the cases, not to leave the problematic adjective without an equivalent,
however abstract and ambiguous its semantic value and formal value may
be. Consequently, he makes use of all the means available in the Romanian
language of that era, choosing from the resources of the popular, regional,
archaic language and, less often, borrowing from modern languages, when
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the literary Romanian language – inasmuch as its norms were settled at the
time – was not able to provide adequate solutions.
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